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Epic Owners
The Key to Strategic Unification
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Session Objectives

 The role of the Epic Owner – who they are, what they enable, 
and where they come from

 How Epic Owners unify strategic intent by coordinating 
throughout the organizational hierarchy

 How Epic Owners enable end-to-end Portfolio Kanban flow 
using the Lean Startup cycle

 How to spot and avoid Epic Owner anti-patterns
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When you bring together unlike 
elements, you unify them. Political 
movements can unify people by 
inspiring them to work towards a 
shared goal.

Unification
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The role of the Epic Owner
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Who are they and what do they enable?

Epic Owner
 A Role not a Title
 Shepherds of the 

Portfolio Kanban
 Unifier of Value
 Coordinate Functional Silos

Key SAFe Principles 
Enabled
 Take an economic view
 Apply systems thinking
 Visualize and limit WIP, 

reduce batch sizes, and 
manage queue lengths

 Organize around value
© Scaled Agile, Inc.
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Unifying strategic intent
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Epic Owners coordinate throughout the org hierarchy

 Works with various 
functional areas 
horizontally and vertically

 Drives the definition and 
implementation of the epic

 Use key artifacts as an aid 
in unifying strategic intent

 Unifies the roles across 
the Org Hierarchy
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Enabling the Portfolio Kanban
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Epic Owners are shepherds of the Portfolio Kanban

Drives the definition and unified understanding of value Aggregates results and decisions from ARTs
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Epic Owners can be a bridge early in your LPM journey

Starting the shift
 Begin using the Portfolio 

Kanban (even if project-based) 
for transparency

 Review current WIP (expect to 
be surprised)

 Align as a Portfolio Team on 
progress of strategy

 This starts the lean agile 
mindset shift around portfolio 
management early
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From anti-patterns to success factors
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Epic Owner anti-patterns

 Epics are projects

 The Epic Owner is a project manager in disguise

 The Portfolio backlog is a work breakdown structure

 Epic Owners are only allowed to come from one Functional area
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Epic Owner success factors

 Identify potential Epic Owners early by 
understanding the strategic areas

 Bring them on the journey early on

 Include in Leading SAFe Training

 Start using LBCs early

 Understand this is a transition over time

Transition over time
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 Epics are large in scope and scale and require a lot of coordination

 Epic Owners are the role to unify key functions around the 
strategic intent of an Epic

 We can leverage LPM concepts early to aid in the transition from 
traditional methods, with future Epic Owners as the conduit

 By avoiding anti-patterns, the Epic Owner can truly be your key 
to strategic unification

Summary
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Rate this Session Now!
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Thank you!
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